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cadel evans
next step:
the podium!

He’s finished in the top 10 both times he’s started the tour de France. this year Cadel evans 
believes he has a realistic chance to step up to the podium. the 30-year-old has already 
equalled the previous best result by an Australian but he believes the best is yet to come…

words: Rob aRnold

Photos: GRaham Watson  
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“I was coming into form at the start of May,” he said of the 
Romandie race. “Fourth isn’t as exciting as a win but it’s not 
bad. I was up the front for most of the race. Instead of focusing 
on defending the title, I was working for Chris. When he took 
the jersey I was entirely committed to riding for him.”

His American team-mate Chris Horner will be one of his 
main allies come July. The man who was recruited at the 
request of Evans led in Romandie until the final day. He’s a 
climbing specialist and on the time trial course in Lausanne 
lost 55” to Thomas Dekker, and the yellow jersey was gone.

Two of Predictor-Lotto’s GC component for the upcoming 
Tour had a good test and never lamented the loss. “I had 
an okay time trial on the last day,” said Evans who finished 
43 seconds behind Dekker in the final rankings and three 
seconds ahead of Horner. “It was a result that I was happy 
with and it signalled the end of phase one of the season.”

Phase two didn’t involve any bold heroics but the steady 
progression continued. Evans is now on course for his main 
objective. That was made abundantly clear when he finished 
second in the Critérium du Dauphiné Libéré in June. 

Again, that’s the best result for an Australian rider. It was 
the first time that Evans had contested the week-long French 
event. He didn’t light up the action – that’s just not his style 
– and at this point in the year, it wasn’t necessary. 

The real showman at the race that was contested from 
10-17 June was Christophe Moreau. The Frenchman won the 
coveted stage atop Mont Ventoux two days after blasting up 
the road in a phenomenal display of strength to claim victory 
in St-Etienne. He was the aggressor and reaped a just reward: 
the title of the 59th edition. The Dauphiné is an important 
event and Moreau deserves praise for his approach. 

“We’ve made some really positive changes to the team 
looking towards the Tour.” Cadel Evans has achieved a lot 
in July during the past two seasons but if he is to reach the 
next level and step up onto the podium of la grand boucle 
then he needs the right support. Having good domestiques at 
his disposal is critical although the amendments at Predictor-
Lotto aren’t just about who’s out on the road looking after one 
of the squad’s two Aussie leaders. 

Evans is the only Australian to have won a ProTour stage 
race. He was first in the final-day time trial of last year’s 
Tour de Romandie. The victory pushed him ahead of race 
leader Alberto Contador and the eventual winner of the 2006 
season-long series Alejandro Valverde in the overall rankings. 
He was back at the Swiss event this year but didn’t success-
fully defend his title. He was fourth in both the final time trial 
and general classification of the six-day event. According to 
the rider who turned 30 on St Valentine’s Day this year, the 
result was an accurate reflection of his form.

“Romandie is a race that suits me well,” he explained. It’s 
contested in a region where he spent the early years of his 
pro career. He is comfortable living in Switzerland at his new 
base in Stavio, a few kilometres north of the Italian border. 
His approach to 2007 is slightly different to the previous two 
years; that’s because July is his true priority this time. 
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ensuring the timing is just right… 
Cadel Evans has not won a race in 
2007 but his steady improvement is a 
good sign of what’s yet to come.  
He was fourth in the Dauphiné Libéré 
time trial (pictured) and finished that 
race in second overall. 

>>

A weAlth of support… Although 
he spends less than three months a 
year at his home in Barwon Heads, 
evidence of locals recognising the 
efforts of Cadel Evans during July 
can be found year round (below).

French photographer Bruno Bade 
is known for his portraits of potential 
Tour winners in the months leading 
up to the race. One of his subjects 
this year is the Australian who 
finished fifth overall in 2006 and 
eighth in his debut (above).

While he was intent on securing the title, Evans was able 
to see the bigger picture. He was 29th on day one and lost 
11 seconds in the prologue before steadily climbing up the 
rankings. In the frantic finale of stage one he kept out of 
trouble and was 27th. On the day of Moreau’s first victory 
Cadel was 38th and, like all but one other in the peloton, lost 
33 seconds. That would prove to be the deciding factor; his 
final deficit to the Dauphiné winner was just 14 seconds.

it’s in the mountains that cadel evans stands to gain time 
on his rivals during the Tour de France and his conservative 
performance in June was most encouraging. He was fourth at 
the summit of Mont Ventoux, the same position he’d earned 
in the 40km time trial the previous day. Perhaps the most 
important aspect of his achievement at the Dauphiné was that 
he was racing. In previous years training had been the focus in 
the month before July; by competing he’s able to gauge his form 
against his rivals.

“In the Classics, I was getting better but not as good as last 
year or the year before.” His campaign in April includes two 
one-day races suited to his strengths: Flèche Wallonne and 
Liège-Bastogne-Liège. He’s been in the top-10 of both, but that 
was two years ago. “It’s all relative to the work I’ve done.

“The year I did well in April, I started racing in January. 
This time I’ve eased into competition more slowly with a view 
to reaching my peak a little later this season. Looking to the 
Tour, that’s fine. I wasn’t as good this year so I wasn’t there 
for the win in the Classics or Romandie.” Or the Dauphiné. 
That’s true, but he was still in contention in the stage races.

Cadel is a pragmatist. He’s adaptable but he doesn’t like 
to deviate from his plan too much. It’s possible that he could 
have followed Moreau’s lead in June and launched a barrage 
of assaults on climbs like Ventoux and the Col de la Croix de 
Fer and made up the 14 seconds to take the title… but it wasn’t 
his intention to win in June. He’s waiting for July and aiming 
for cycling’s ultimate prize, the yellow jersey. 

For me to attack I have to wait until the domestiques for the other GC riders aren’t there and the selection has 
already been made. Situations such as a hilltop finish are what suit me the best. The problem at the Tour is that 
the guys I have to attack are usually the best four or five riders in the world, which makes it a bit difficult.
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A team has been built to allow him to do his job without 
distractions. A new directeur sportif has been introduced 
to Predictor-Lotto and although there’s criticism from some 
observers about sharing the leadership role with Robbie 
McEwen, Cadel is content with the current set-up. “The main 
difference this year is that we have one or two more guys that 
can climb and get over the mountains a bit better. 

“It’s still going to be important to support Robbie because 
he’s a crucial component of the team and a proven performer. 
When it comes to how many stages we can win having Stefano 
Zanini there will make a difference; for me he’s very important 
as well. He’s not a climber but I need someone to also help me 
on the flats and he’s someone who’s reliable.”

Given his power on the climbs it’s been suggested that he 
could be a candidate for the polka-dot top at the Tour. The 
King of the Mountains crown may be within his reach but, 
like most of the other favourites for the overall title, he opts 
not to be distracted by it. “For me it’s difficult to isolate one 
stage at the Tour and give it everything,” was his response to a 
suggestion that he follow the example of Michael Rasmussen; 
attack one day, claim points and set himself up for a place on 
the podium in Paris. That’s not an option for the Aussie.

“I am consistent every day,” he said. “The other teams 
won’t let me go and take a few minutes because they’re fairly 

sure I’m not going to lose it. If I do take time I’m not the kind 
of guy that goes and loses it whereas Rasmussen concedes 
quite a lot of time before he gains it, so they will let him go. 
My goal is to not lose any time at all so I stay close to leading 
GC – then no one else can go anywhere.

“People who have watched the Tour live these last couple 
of years say to me, ‘Why don’t you attack more?’ The thing 
is, none of the teams let me go anywhere. I’m really controlled 
in the race so it’s difficult to attack.”

There was an exception at the Tour in 2005. It started on 
the Col de Marie Blanque and ended with a fourth place in 
the stage to Pau. In between the climb and the city at the foot 
of the Pyrenees was the Col d’Aubisque. Evans had attacked 
early and got in an escape group with 10 others; once clear 
he realised the opportunity existed to muscle his way up the 
GC rankings. Over the top of the 1,709 metre high pass that 
will be used to conclude stage 16 this year, he led his former 
companions by almost one minute.

On that day Lance Armstrong was in the yellow jersey and 
he crested the Aubisque summit with a deficit of almost five 
minutes. Cadel had signalled his arrival on Planet Tour on 
one of the few days he’s been truly aggressive.

“For me to attack I have to wait until the domestiques for 
the other GC riders aren’t there and the selection has already 
been made,” said Evans about the predicament he finds 
himself in. “Situations such as a hilltop finish are what suit 
me the best. The problem at the Tour is that the guys I have 
to attack are usually the best four or five riders in the world, 
which makes it a bit difficult.”

In his Tour debut in 2005 he was part of an elite group on 
the road to Courchevel. He was in the lead bunch on his first 
major climbing challenge along with Armstrong, Valverde, 
Rasmussen, Francisco Mancebo and Ivan Basso. He lost 
contact a few kilometres from the summit but it offered a 
glimpse of things to come.

Last year the selection in stage 11 included Floyd Landis, 
Levi Leipheimer and eventual winner at Pla-de-Beret Denis  
Menchov. How does he cope in such situations when the focus 
of the cycling world is honed in on his little posse?

“It depends on what sort of day I’m having. If I’m flat out 
trying to finish I think, ‘I just want to stay here and get this 
over with…’ When it gets down to three or four riders at the 
end of a stage like Pla-de-Beret last year it becomes a case of, 
‘Okay, these are the guys I’m fighting for a podium position 
against’. Minutes there are where the Tour is won and lost. 
They’re important and a little bit nerve-wracking as well.”

A comfortable environment and reliable team-mates help 
him overcome any anxiety. So too does the knowledge that 
he’s done all that he can in the lead-up. The Tour is a pressure 
cooker but Cadel has coped with the high expectations of 
others for more than half his life. He’s a rider who has quiet 
resolve and that attracts people to his support club. 

Unlike the mountain bike race at the Sydney Olympics, he 
has three weeks to let his legs do the talking. He faltered on that 
day in 2000 but seven years and an entirely new discipline later 
he is still riding with the best. By 29 July he may have become 
part of cycling royalty and it won’t be by coincidence.

Cadel can deal with the obligations of being one of the 
best in the sport while enjoying the fulfilment of his own bold 
ambitions. Fortunately he still gets pleasure from his job.

“People say I get nervous but I think that everyone does 
when they’re racing the Tour de France. It just happens at 
different times. The difference between other riders and myself 
is that when the crunch comes, I’m actually one of the calmest 
there. I’m nervous the day before the race, whereas other 
riders will be the complete opposite. I’ve done my worrying in 
advance and when I’m on my bike, I’m happy.” n 

“
People say I get nervous but I think that everyone does when they’re racing the Tour de France. It just happens 
at different times. The difference between other riders and myself is that when the crunch comes, I’m actually 
one of the calmest there… I’ve done my worrying in advance and when I’m on my bike, I’m happy.

setting A stAndArd of his own… The 
Dauphiné Libéré this June (above) 
gave Evans a chance to gauge his 
form against some of the biggest 
favourites for the Tour de France. It 
was his first taste of the week-long 
French race and he excelled, finishing 
second overall and only 14 seconds 
behind Christophe Moreau.

The Tour de Romandie in 2006 
was the first ProTour stage race won 
by an Australian (below left).

When the selections were made on 
the final rise of stage 11 at last year’s 
Tour de France, Evans was able to 
match the surges of Floyd Landis 
until the dying kilometres. On the 
day the American claimed the yellow 
jersey, the Aussie finished fourth and 
lost only 17 seconds (below right).


